The greater the hiding power of the paint the greater will this contrast be reduced, film thicknesses being the same.
The method developed for the measurement of hiding power of paints depends upon the measurement of this reduction of contrast by means of a suitable photometer. In principle and in the optical arrangement for measurements, the method and apparatus adopted are essentially the same as previously developed by the colorimetry section of the Bureau of Standards for the measurement of the transparency of paper. '' 1 The background for the paint film is a a 1 Priest, "The Bureau of Standards Contrast Method for Measuring Transparency," Trans. Am. Ceramic Soc, 17, February, 1915; B. S. Circular, No. 63, May, 1917. The apparatus with spherical ulumination chamber, as used in the present work, was subsequently designed by Priest as an improvement on the apparatus described in the above references, but no description of it has been published heretofore.
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[Voiso glass disk, half black and half white. The paint is not brushed, but spread mechanically by pouring it upon the disk while the latter is being rotated. The film is allowed to dry and the contrast between the two halves at any point and the thickness of the dry film at this point are measured. From these two measurements the hiding power of the paint is calculated. In the following are presented the details of our apparatus, its manipulation, certain pertinent mathematical deductions, the method of computing the hiding power from experimental observations, and typical data obtained by this method. II In the data presented in Table 2 Table 3 and their hiding power data summarized in Table 4 . Figure 4 , it may be seen that the first increment of film thickness has a tremendous obscuring effect and the relative effects of the successive layers upon the reduction of contrast very rapidly diminish. Accordingly, the thickness of a normal paint that would be spread upon a perfectly black and white plate to reduce the contrast to 0.071 would be minute and would add an inappreciable amount to the hiding power values as now calculated.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper is outlined a photometric method which can be utilized to obtain hiding power measurements upon light-colored paints.
The process of the method may be summarized in the following steps:
(1) A black and white plate is coated with paint.
(2) The paint coating is allowed to dry. 
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